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Abstract—We explore the burgeoning landscape of synthetic
realities, detailing their impact, technological advancements, and
ethical quandaries. Synthetic realities provide innovative solu-
tions and opportunities for immersive experiences across various
sectors, including education, healthcare, and commerce. However,
these advancements also usher in substantial challenges, such as
the propagation of misinformation, privacy concerns, and ethical
dilemmas. In this piece, we discuss the specifics of synthetic
media, including deepfakes and their generation techniques, and
the imperative need for robust detection methods to combat the
potential misuse of such technologies. We show the dual-edged
nature of synthetic realities and advocate for interdisciplinary
research, informed public discourse, and collaborative efforts
to harness their benefits while mitigating risks. This paper
contributes with the discourse on the responsible development
and application of artificial intelligence and synthetic media in
modern society.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, there has been a profound transformation
in the interaction between humans and technology. Emerging
technologies such as the Internet, mobile devices, and artificial
intelligence have not merely expedited the automation of tasks
previously carried out manually, as traditional technologies
have done. They have also created a distinct virtual realm with
unique dynamics and characteristics. We are amidst a new
technological revolution where advancements transcend the
mere creation of a virtual landscape; technology now enhances
human ingenuity and influences its own evolution. This trans-
formative process profoundly impacts physical realities and
alters the landscape of social interactions. Termed synthetic
realities [1], the various media crafted through these means
have ignited significant debates, poised to reshape humanity’s
lifestyle and societal fabric indefinitely.

In contemporary society, synthetic realities have become
pivotal tools in education, healthcare, commerce, and automa-
tion. These immersive mediums offer unprecedented learn-
ing opportunities, allowing students to dynamically explore
historical events, scientific concepts, and cultural phenom-
ena. Synthetic realities also facilitate training simulations for
medical professionals, refining skills in realistic environments
without risking patient safety. Moreover, they play a crucial
role in automation by providing virtual testing and prototyping
platforms, streamlining product development processes, and

reducing time-to-market for innovative ideas. For small en-
trepreneurs, synthetic realities offer cost-effective solutions to
showcase products, reach wider audiences, and compete more
effectively with larger enterprises.

However, the proliferation of synthetic realities also intro-
duces significant political and social challenges [2]. These
platforms amplify the dissemination of fake news, fueling
political polarization and eroding trust in established informa-
tion sources. Additionally, they threaten democratic processes
by enabling manipulation and propaganda, undermining the
integrity of elections and public discourse. Moreover, synthetic
realities contribute to the spread of scientific denialism, hin-
dering efforts to address pressing global issues such as climate
change. Furthermore, concerns regarding individual privacy
are heightened as these platforms facilitate invasive surveil-
lance and data exploitation. The rise of synthetic realities
also leads to phenomena like nonconsensual fake pornography
and scams, jeopardizing individuals’ reputations and financial
security. As society grapples with these complexities, it must
address these political and social challenges to ensure the
responsible use and regulation of synthetic realities.

Following [1], “synthetic realities” encompass any digital
constructs or enhancements that artificial intelligence tech-
niques enable. These methods leverage vast data pools to
forge a novel “reality” or storyline, irrespective of its potential
to mislead those who engage with it. It becomes critically
important to develop forensic methods that can identify these
artificial creations when they pose a threat to individuals, mi-
nority groups, human rights, or legal principles, distinguishing
authentic elements from synthetic ones.

II. DEEPFAKES

In the context of synthetic realities, one particular example
of utmost attention is deepfakes. Deepfake [3], a portmanteau
of “deep learning” and “fake,” represents a sophisticated
application of artificial intelligence techniques, notably deep
learning neural networks, to fabricate convincing synthetic
media. By analyzing and synthesizing vast datasets, these algo-
rithms generate highly realistic content by manipulating facial
expressions, speech patterns, and gestures with remarkable
precision. In images, deepfake techniques seamlessly blend



facial features from one individual onto another, often achiev-
ing indistinguishable results. Similarly, deepfake algorithms
can generate synthetic voices that replicate the tone, timbre,
and cadence of specific individuals, enabling the creation of
fabricated audio recordings. In videos, deepfake technology
enables the manipulation of facial expressions, lip movements,
and body gestures to superimpose individuals into contexts
they never existed in or to modify existing footage.

In the realm of synthetic image generation, a variety of
models contribute significantly to producing realistic and per-
suasive visual content. These models use competitive pro-
cesses to create authentic images, capturing intricate patterns
and details from training data. Diffusion models, for instance,
utilize iterative noise addition steps to generate high-quality
images. Variational Autoencoders encode and decode latent
representations of images, allowing for controlled image gen-
eration and manipulation.

Video synthesis rely on GANs, autoregressive models, and
diffusion models to create realistic visual content. However,
challenges persist in optimizing the coordination between
spatial and temporal modules for coherent video generation.
Spatial modules focus on understanding image content, while
temporal modules handle motion dynamics over time.

Audio synthetic generation encompasses various applica-
tions, including text-to-speech, speech enhancement, voice
conversion, and binaural audio synthesis. Deep learning ar-
chitectures, transformers, and variational autoencoders are
notable in text-to-speech applications. Speech enhancement
techniques utilize generative models to mitigate ambient noise
effects effectively. Voice conversion methods enable speaker
characteristic manipulation while preserving linguistic content
integrity. Binaural audio synthesis transforms mono audio
signals into binaural audio, facilitating immersive auditory
experiences and accurate sound localization.

III. SYNTHETIC MEDIA DETECTION

With the continuous advancement of technologies in cre-
ating synthetic realities, a pressing need arises for research
dedicated to detecting synthetic media. As these technologies
become increasingly sophisticated, the potential social harm
resulting from the misuse of synthetic media also significantly
escalates. In this context, uninterrupted progress in research
and development of forensic techniques capable of discerning
whether media is synthetic or authentic is crucial. As renowned
forensic scientist Edmond Locard once stated, “Every contact
leaves a trace,” Locard’s exchange principle remains valid
for synthetic realities. Therefore, the continual enhancement
of synthetic media detection techniques is essential, given
that there will always be discernible clues in the output of
synthetic media generators that indicate their origins. Another
compelling rationale for consistently enhancing synthetic me-
dia detection techniques’ quality and efficacy is the perpetual
advancement of counter-forensic attack techniques.

In synthetic image detection, two primary identifiers are
visual artifacts and noise fingerprints. Visual artifacts en-
compass visual inconsistencies or aberrations in the outputs,

including anomalies like images depicting hands with six
fingers, irregular reflections, distorted shadows, inconsistent
textures, and other glaring irregularities. Advanced image
synthesizers like DALL-E, Midjourney, and StableDiffusion
are susceptible to such errors. However, as these models im-
prove, the likelihood of such artifacts decreases significantly.
Hence, noise fingerprint analysis techniques are increasingly
promising in identifying synthetic images. These methods
focus on analyzing residual noise patterns left behind by the
synthetic image generation process, offering a robust means
of distinguishing between synthetic and authentic images.

Detecting synthetic content in videos presents a heightened
level of complexity compared to images. Unlike synthetic
images, videos exhibit inconsistent visual artifacts that can be-
tray their synthetic origins. Typically, techniques for detecting
synthetic videos involve analyzing frames individually search-
ing for telltale signs of manipulation or generation. However,
the primary challenge lies in examining temporal information
within the video. This includes scrutinizing elements such as
lip movement discrepancies, rPPG artifacts, inconsistencies in
head pose, and unnatural movements throughout the video.
These temporal inconsistencies pose a significant challenge
for detection algorithms, requiring analyzing dynamic changes
over time rather than static images. Examples of cutting-edge
generators as of 2024 include Synthesia, Midjourney v5 and
Open.ai’s Sora.

Methods for synthetic audio detection can be broadly
classified into two streams: feature-based and image-based
approaches. Feature-based methods characterize audio signals
based on various signal characteristics. These features serve
as representations of the audio and are subsequently fed into
standard classifiers, which are trained to distinguish between
synthetic and authentic audio samples. On the other hand,
image-based methods utilize spectrogram images computed
from the audio signal. These spectrogram images capture the
audio signal’s frequency content and temporal dynamics and
serve as input for deep neural networks. By leveraging deep
learning techniques, image-based methods extract discrimi-
native information from the spectrogram images to detect
synthetic audio effectively.

IV. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Synthetic realities offer opportunities for immersive ex-
periences, education, and creativity, revolutionizing various
domains. However, along with their benefits, synthetic realities
also pose significant dangers, including the potential for mis-
information, privacy breaches, and ethical dilemmas. Research
opportunities in the field abound, with avenues for advancing
detection techniques, improving content generation algorithms,
and exploring the societal impact of synthetic media. Chal-
lenges lie in developing robust detection methods for syn-
thetic content, addressing ethical concerns surrounding their
creation and use, and ensuring equitable access to emerging
technologies. As synthetic realities evolve, interdisciplinary
collaboration and rigorous research are essential to harnessing
their full potential while mitigating risks.



In addition to advancing research in the detection of syn-
thetic realities, a concerted effort is required from academia,
governments, industry stakeholders developing media synthe-
sizers, and non-governmental organizations. Together, they
must raise awareness among the general population about the
existence and increasing dissemination of such technologies.
Individuals can better discern falsifications and mitigate as-
sociated risks by fostering a more mature and aware level
of credulity regarding digital media. Collaborative initiatives
promoting media technological literacy and critical thinking
skills are essential in navigating the complexities of syn-
thetic realities and safeguarding against their potential misuse.
Through collective action and informed engagement, societies
can effectively harness emerging technologies’ benefits while
safeguarding against their unintended consequences.
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